“Since 2010, the Massachusetts
Self Storage Association

has been the proud
beneficiary of SSA’s
guidance and direct help
in our legislative efforts
toward updating our lien law and
adopting our tenant insurance law.
This would not have happened without
the leadership of Tim Dietz, Marcus
Dunn and Carlos Kaslow. Associations
matter, and we in the self storage industry
have a great one. Thank you SSA.”
Michael Kane
Owner, 126 Self Storage
Massachusetts Self Storage Association
(MASSA)

ADVOCACY AND LEGISLATION
SSA is the voice of the self storage industry and serves as the industry’s primary
advocate on legislative matters and government relations. SSA furthers the industry’s
public policy agenda by actively working with elected officials and lobbyists on legislative
issues affecting the industry’s welfare.
Over the past decade, the SSA has spent millions of dollars influencing dozens of relevant
laws, as well as adding specialty licenses for the offering of tenant insurance, and authorizing
reasonable late fees, dealing with abandoned records and vehicles, and fighting the
imposition of sales taxes on self storage rents in a dozen other states.
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“My involvement on the SSA Board
developed because of the successful
efforts of Michigan’s SSA working together
with the national SSA. We defeated a sales
tax, passed an exemption for tenant
insurance, and created one of the very
best lien laws in the country. We were one
of the first to eliminate the unnecessary,
outdated, and expensive requirements to
publish auction notices in newspapers and to
allow electronic mail delivery of lien notices.

These critical changes would
not have gotten done without
the help and affiliation of
the national SSA.”
Jon Hutto
Managing Member
Country Storage LLC
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“It’s easy to take a great industry for granted.
We have been fortunate to be in the self
storage business, and the SSA has been a
positive contributor since its inception.

Whether it’s addressing
legislative issues or offering
quality education, the SSA
works tirelessly to improve
our industry.
The SSA has successfully lobbied several
dozen states for improved laws on tenant
insurance, communication with tenants
and the lien process, which significantly
improves our bottom line. SSA has great
leadership, and we have been proud
members for more than 20 years.”
Michael Haugh
Founder and CEO
Absolute Storage Management
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